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VII.—THE CONTACT-ROCKS OF THE GREAT WHIN SILL.
By W. MAYNARD HDTCHINGS, F.G.S.
(Concluded from the February Number, page 82.)
N describing " An Interesting Contact-Eock" (GEOL. MAG., March
and April, 1895) I gave its analysis, showing:—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 1-25 percent.
Soda 2-01 „
And in this rock also the great relative increase in soda corresponds
with the appearance of albite among the new minerals.
But, as stated above, we also have cases of great alteration without
increase of soda; as, for instance, the two intensely affected shales
described from Rowntree Beck and Winch's Bridge, both very rich
in alkali, and both showing still a normal excess of potash. And,
again, three other specimens of completely altered rocks from near
contact give:—
Potash 3-15 percent. ... 4-24 percent. ... 340 percent.
Soda 1-20 ,, ... 1-22 ,, ... 087 ,,
In these the mica is all regenerated, with chlorite, as described, but
there is no sign of any new felspar.
Without burdening this paper with too many figures, I may say
that in between these extremes of great alteration of alkali-ratio,
and no alteration at all, come determinations giving an intermediate
result—soda has increased beyond the normal limits, but still not
to the extent of exceeding the potash, as for example :—
Potash ... ... ... ... 355 percent. ... l'6O percent.
Soda 2-20 „ ... 131
If soda-transfer takes place, we should expect to find evidence
of it in the less pure sandstones, as well as in the shales, those with
argillaceous interstitial matter being really only diluted shales.
] have determined the alkalies in three specimens of altered sand-
stones, as follows:—
Pota9h ... 0-25 per cent. ... 0-55 per cent. ... 0-23 per cent.
Soda ... 2-46 „ ... 271 „ ... 1-12 ,,
Here there is in each case a very decided excess of soda, and
the total alkali contained is much more than would be expected in
consideration of the relatively small amount of original argillaceous
material. These determinations, as far as they go, would strongly
countenance the idea of transfer of soda in some form, and tend
also to show that the sandstones have taken it into combination,
and held it, out of proportion to the shaly deposit contained in them.
Tests of some of the limestones have also been made, for the
same reason, that where less pure they contain argillaceous material,
and should show the alteration of alkali-proportion if it has taken
place. Of the following two analyses, A represents a specimen from
within a few inches of contact, containing a quantity of garnet and
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a good deal of recrystallized silica. B is a rock practically free
from minerals other than calcite—only a very few garnets and
a little quartz :—
A. B.
Silica 40-90 per cent. ... 4-60 per cent.
Alumina 5-45 ,, ... 1'95Ferric Oxide 785
Lime 29-42













A portion of B was dissolved slowly in dilute cold hydrochloric
acid, the residue filtered and dried, and its alkalies separately
determined. It gave :—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 0'35 percent.
Soda 0-78 „
Another limestone, completely recrystallized, and showing grains
and small indeterminable crystals of foreign matter, gave : —
Potash 0-26 percent.
Soda 0-81 „
This rock, dissolved in dilute acid, gave a residue which, after




All the above show large excess of soda, but amongst the lime-
stones, also, we find contradictory results. Thus, one altered bed
containing augites, etc., gives :—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 2-55 percent.
Soda 0-62 „
Another hand-specimen shows sugary white limestone, together
with a layer of brown hornfelsy rock, due to impurer material.
The alkali-contents are :—
White Limestone. Brown Layer.
Potash ... ... ... 0-30 percent. ... o-79 percent.
Soda 0-07 „ ... 1-40 „
At my request, Mr. Garwood collected a series of specimens
representing the succession of beds downward from the Whin Sill
to the basement conglomerate, at Falcon Clints, in Upper Teesdale;
as I thought it would be of considerable interest to make alkali-
determinations in them, and at the same time examine them micro-
scopically and note the nature and intensity of the alterations.
The particulars of the section at this point, as given to me by
Mr. Garwood, are as follows :—
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"WHIN SILL, 100 FEET THICK. Feet thick
No. 1. Limestone, with garnets, etc., where impure ;
white and sugary where pure, but containing
patches of altered shaly matter, sandstone, etc. 24
No. 2. Shale, weathered 12
No. 3. Limestone ... ... ... ... ... ... 10
No. 4. Shale, weathered ... ... ... ... ... 6
No. 5. Limestone ... ... ... ... ... ... 2
No. 6. Sandy shale 3
No. 7. Limestone, hard blue, with fossils ... ... 8
No. 8. Flaggy sandstone 10
No. 9. Shale with nodules... ... ... ... ... 8
No. 10. Basement conglomerate ... ... ... ... 2
Total of sedimentary beds ... ... 85
The specimens examined gave results as follows:—
No. 1. This limestone has been described above, so far as concerns
the garnet and idocrase-bearing hornfelsy alteration-product, of which
an analysis was also given. This analysis showed a large excess
of soda. But it was another hand-specimen from the same locality,
with both pure limestone and a layer of the hornfelsy material,
which gave the figures just quoted, showing potash in large excess
over soda.
In this limestone-bed occur patches and lenticular masses of
altered sandstone and shale. A specimen of such a sandstone shows,
in the sections, that it is rather coarse-grained, with a good deal
of interstitial matter of originally argillaceous nature, with fine-
grained quartz. This matter is all intensely altered, showing some
newly-formed mosaic of quartz and a little felspar, a lot of white
mica in beautiful tufts and bunches, and here and there patches
of newly-crystallized, glassy-clear groups of well-twinned plagioclase
crystals, some of them identifiable as albite. The alkali-contents
of the rock are :—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 0"55 percent.
Soda 271 „
A patch of shale from the same source shows alteration on the
usual lines—much of the indefinite new "speckly" product, white
mica, chlorite, etc., with "spots" containing more chlorite, less
mica, and great aggregations of rutile grains. It contains :—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 4'82 percent.
Soda 1-48 ,,
No. 2. This was a moderately quartzy shale. The quartz is
not much affected, but the main mass is greatly altered, chiefly
to speckly matter and white mica, the latter often forming clear
patches and circular spots of larger, clearer flakes of muscovite, or
of muscovite and chlorite. The rock contains :—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 5'36 percent.
Soda 2-93 ,,
No. 3. Limestone, originally impure with argillaceous matter.
The bulk of it is not highly altered, not even rendered coarsely
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Mystalline. But there are many " spots" in the sections, in
which, among a good deal of indeterminable matter, some chlorite,
etc., are a good many small bits and prismatic crystals of augite.
Some augite occurs also outside these spots, but not much. The
alkalies are:—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 2-55 percent.
Soda 062
No. 4. A main mass of fine-grained shale, in which are bedded
good large quartz fragments, with numerous flakes of clastic mica,
and a good many grains of calcite. The coarser constituents are
not altered, but the finer portion has been completely regenerated,
giving rise to a small-grained dim sort of mosaic, with a little new
mica, and showing here and there larger patches of this and of
chlorite. This rock contains :—
Potash ... ... ... ... ... ... 3-5o percent.
Soda 2-76
No. 7. This limestone is very much recrystallized, but does not
show any distinct new minerals, being only slightly impure:—
Potash 0-26 percent.
Soda 0-81 „
No. 8. A sandstone converted into a quartzite. There was very
little interstitial matter, which is now much altered, but details
cannot be made out:—
Potash 0-23 percent.
Soda 112 „
No. 9. This is the bed described as "an interesting contact-
rock," the main characteristics of which were recapitulated above,
so that no description need be given here. It was pointed out that
the bed varies more or less in composition in different parts, being
more or less quartzy, eto. As since I first described it I have made
some more alkali-determinations on various specimens, it may be
worth while to add them here:—
Potash
Soda
j    re :
per cent, per cent, per cent, per cent, per cent.
1-01 ... 0-47 ... 1-60 ... 2-71 ... 0-70
1-92 ... 1-10 1-31 ... 1-35 ... 1-33
The last is from a sample representing a large number of the
"nodules," which were carefully detached from the rock.
We do not know how far from the contact the metamorphisra
caused by the Whin Sill was capable of extending, but we have here
an instance of very great alteration at over 80 feet distance, and
may safely say that the action would have continued much further.
From published observations on the subject, it does not seem usual
for the contact-zone of basic dykes or sheets to be as extensive
as this.
The interpretation of the chemical determinations above given
does not seem to be an easy or a satisfactory business, owing to
their contradictory nature. Many of them show an undoubted
access of soda, at least—that conclusion seems to be unavoidable,
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unless it can be shown that there are shales, and argillaceous sand-
stones and limestones, among the Lower Carboniferous beds, and
indeed in the particular districts in question, containing soda in
some such ratio to potash as is disclosed by these determinations.
On the other hand, it is difficult to explain the fact that such soda-
rich alteration-products alternate with others, derived apparently
from quite similar original rocks, in which, as we saw, soda has
not increased, or has increased in a far less degree.
Supposing some compound of soda to pass from the igneous
magma into the invaded beds, we can readily explain to ourselves
how it could come about that purer limestones show little or no
trace of its action. Solutions containing this compound of soda
could permeate the limestone, and pass into beds of shale, etc.,
beyond it, without being in any way permanently taken up and
combined with it; and in course of time the limestone would be
freed from the merely mechanically held soda; whilst in the
complex silicates of the shales would be offered a material with
which introduced soda would easily enter into new and permanent
combinations. But we cannot very well explain how it is that one
bed, or part of a bed, of shale takes up so much more than another.
We must leave this, for the present, as one of the many things
which we cannot yet make clear.
Looking at those rocks which show a considerable amount of
soda-felspars, and carefully observing the part these felspars play
in the structure of the rock, and their relationships to the other
minerals, it does not seem possible to conclude otherwise than that
the soda-increase and formation of these felspars and these structures
were all part of the one process of contact-metamorphism and
recrystallization of the rock-constituents. No later introduction of
soda, by percolation of solutions from the cooled and weathering
igneous rock, is at all consonant with what we see. And this is
equally true of those beds in which, though we find soda in excess,
we cannot detect any felspar with the microscope, and are led to
assume that the soda is combined in the abundant new mica
developed, in the " speckly " intermediate material, and in other
new products.
In this rather indefinite and unsatisfactory position we must,
apparently, leave this part of the subject for the present, at all
events so far as the Whin Sill is concerned. Having devoted
a good deal of time and trouble, both to "looking it up " elsewhere,
and to trying to obtain evidence from our most favourable British
opportunity of studying it, I make no apology for dealing with it
at some length, even though, unfortunately, not conclusively. It
touches one of the most important points which still stand first for
consideration on our way to an understanding of the true nature and
processes of contact-metamorphism.
Incidentally, it is worth pointing out that the series of alkali-
determinations given above, supplementing as they do my previous
analyses of fireclays and shales, quite definitely dispose of the
contention, often put forward, that none of these deposits contain
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enough alkali to justify the belief that they could be the early
material of true clay-slates, etc.
It is not, however, in this chemical question, nor yet in the mere
cataloguing and description of the new minerals produced, that
the great interest of the contact-rocks of the Whin Sill is centred.
This interest mainly lies in the observation of the nature of the
structures produced, and the relationships of the minerals to one
another ; and in the comparison of these structures with those of
rocks from great contact-areas round granite intrusions, as well as
with those of others, of similar composition, which have been
subjected to intense dynamic and deep-thermal conditions, but not,
so far as we know, to the action of any intrusions of igneous masses.
When a shale is highly altered by contact with the Whin Sill, we
get in most cases, as has been shown, a splitting-up of the complex
micaceous mineral of which it largely consists, into a purer, more
highly developed white mica, which we may in general designate
as muscovite (though to some extent it may consist of paragonite
or of an intermediate stage), and into a chloritic mineral. Both the
mica and the chlorite crystallize in the rock in all directions, quite
irrespective of the stratification-plane in which the original micaceous
minerals lie flat. A certain criss-cross structure is at once produced ;
it commences as soon as the contact-effect is noticeable at all, becomes
more and more pronounced in the more highly developed cases,
and is often accentuated by the formation of rosettes and sheaves
of mica and chlorite. These effects and appearances are all the
more striking because they are produced on an original material
of such low development. We pass at one step from a rock with
no white mica, no chlorite, and no criss-cross structure, to one in
which all these things are in full evidence. At granite-contacts
we may often see exactly the same products in the altered rocks,
but they are then frequently, in that sense, not so striking; because
in most cases the rocks acted upon have been in a much higher
stage of development; they were not elementary shales, but slates,
in which a good deal of formation of miea and chlorite had already
taken place. The final result is, however, the same in both cases,
and is also the same whether the granite acts on a mere shale or
on a slate ; we get a pure white mica, and a corresponding
separation of chlorite or its equivalent in biotite, cordierite, etc.,
all crystallized in every direction in the rock.
To make out the minerals and the structures in the Whin Sill
rocks we may need high powers, whereas we may see all these
things with low powers, or a pocket-lens, in the sections from
a granite-contact; but this is a matter of no importance, and is
related to nothing beyond the respective bulks of igneous rock
concerned, and probably also the greater or lesser depths of the
invaded rocks, with corresponding differences of their initial tem-
peratures. The same considerations apply also to the frequent
abundance of certain special minerals at granite-contacts, and their
absence, or rarity, in the Whin Sill rocks. Leaving aside these
conditions of mere size and intensity, the results are strikingly
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parallel; and a concurrent examination of a series of rocks from
the two sources does not fail to impress one with the idea of how
relatively slight and mild a degree of contact-action is required to
bring about certain very definite and characteristic effects. I have
compared these Whin Sill rocks over and over again with contact-
rocks from several localities, and quite recently, whilst once more
passing them in review in connection with the putting together of
these notes, I have had the opportunity of looking at them side by
side with a fine series from Scotland. One can often, pick out
examples of both, which, barring certain minerals (as e.g. kyanite),
are so exactly similar in structure and general nature, that the slide
from the granite-contact might be almost imagined to be derived
from one from the Whin-contact by some process akin to photo-
graphic "enlargement," every detail being reproduced.
But, on the other hand, we may compare these Whin Sill sections
•with any number of examples of rocks which have suffered the most
intense degrees of crushing and shearing, and which have been
under enormous depths of cover, without being able to find in
these latter any signs of even a commencement of the characteristic
structures, or more than a very moderate amount of the mineralogical
development. Such rocks as these, as I have shown in former
notes (e.g. GKOL. MAG., July and August, 1896), certainly display
a decided degree of advance beyond the clays and shales from which
they started. We have the formation of new mica and of chlorite,
going along the same chemical and mineralogical lines as in contact-
action ; but it does not seem to be able to pass beyond relatively
moderate limits, giving us a still impure mica. And in the matter
of structure the limits are still more restricted. We do not get
beyond a felted and wavy mass of mixed mica and chlorite; there
is no growth of crystals of mica at all angles and in all directions,
no criss-cross structure, no rosettes and sheaves, and no sign any-
where of crystallization of chlorite. Neither do we ever see any trace
of the amorphous, or semi-amorphous, and speckly material passing
upwards into definite mica, etc., which I have pointed out as so
frequently characteristic of rocks which have recrystallized under
contact-action. Nor do we see in such rocks any trace of biotite
or other special minerals which we know so well in contact-rocks.
Yet all these things which we may thus find to be absent from some
most ancient sedimentary rocks after they have had every allowance
of time, dynamic action, and depth-conditions, we see can be pro-
duced in similar materials, almost instantly, as it were, by the
action of a relatively insignificant amount of igneous magma
intruded among them; the evidence in the special case before us
being quite beyond the possibility of confusion or question, as to
the fact that these effects are wholly due to the intrusion and to
nothing else, and thus much simpler and clearer than often is the
case in granite areas.
These observed facts, and the considerations arising out of them,
duly weighed, seem to lend a reasonable degree of probability to
the conclusion I have suggested on other occasions, viz., that so
DECADE IT. VOL. V.—NO. HI. 9
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far as our present actual knowledge goes, there are structures and
mineralogical developments which, whenever we see them, even
in moderate degrees of evolution, we are not only justified in
ascribing to contact-metamorphism, but which we have not an atom
of reason or evidence for attributing to any other cause, no other
cause having as yet ever been proved to produce them; and certainly
not dynamic action, as to which we can collect plenty of very clear
evidence that it has failed over and over again to bring about even
the beginnings of them,'under the very circumstances which ought
to be most favourable for its doing so.
When we look at this matter quite calmly, it certainly does seem
rather strange that the " blessed word" dynamometaraorpbism has
been allowed to exercise such a spell over our minds in directions
in which it can hardly be said to have ever made good its pretensions.
Here were rocks of sedimentary origin, showing very great and
striking mineralogical developments. They also showed beyond
question that they had undergone great dynamic action. Therefore
the latter was the cause of the former. In how many cases
has there been but little better evidence than this to support its
all-embracing claims, which were made to explain everything
without proper proof! And at the same time we have, all around
us, examples of the fact that what dynamic action has been asserted,
but not proved, to do, is done not only by every great intrusion of
granite or other igneous rock, but by even quite small intrusions also.
Let a great area of sedimentary rocks be altered by the action
of igneous masses which we cannot see; then let powerful dynamic
action follow, and there we have at once a fine example of tlie
marvellous reorystallization and formations of new minerals which
dynamic metamorphism has brought about, shutting our eyes to
other cases in which even more intense action, on similar materials,
has effected practically nothing of the sort.
If we take simply what we at present know, and can prove over
and over again, and separate it from what is certainly not at all
proved, no matter how strong the a priori evidence may sometimes
appear, it would seem to be quite reasonable if we were to regard
certain microscopic structures of altered sedimentary rocks as
probably indicating that the alteration took place under the influence
of contact-metamorphism, no matter whether we can actually see
the igneous rock concerned in it or not. On a similar line of
reasoning from what we know, we might also draw the same
inference from the development of certain minerals in such rocks,
not only the specially so-called "contact-minerals," but others as
well. Thus, the presence of undoubtedly newly-formed biotite in
altered shales and slates should point the same way, till we have
some evidence that any other process known to us can be proved
to have the power of producing it. And it might even not be
going outside the safe ground of induction if we were to include
very highly developed and individualized muscovite, and certain
V^ of chlorite, under the same head.
these several points, that of structure certainly appears to be
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the most important, and the safest on which to rely, whenever we
find it. But we know that dynamic action may have more or less
completely effaced this structure, and in a great number of cases
has done so.
We know on what lines this effacement proceeds, and with what
sort of new structures it replaces those it has modified or destroyed.
It is, however, not uncommon to find that, even in greatly affected
"dynamic" areas of this description, the action has not embraced
the whole of the rock, and from among rolled-out, sheared, and
puckered schists, may come specimens showing, more or less per-
fectly, the contact-structures which we seem to have good grounds
for always recognizing as such.
COMPASS VARIATION AFFECTED BY GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE IN
BUCKS AND MONTGOMERY COUNTIES, PA. 1 By BENJAMIN SMITH
LYMAN.
rPHE Journal of the Franklin Institute, October, 1897, contains
J_ an interesting paper by Mr. B. Smith Lyman, formerly State
Geologist to Japan, describing a remarkable coincidence between
the axis of a set of curves of magnetic variation in Bucks and
Montgomery Counties, Pennsylvania, and a great deep-seated fault
in the New Red strata below ending westwards in the axis of an
anticlinal fold. Both the curves and the fault are shown on an
accompanying map. From this paper we extract the following
passages :—
The magnetic curves were mapped some years before the
beginning of the recent Geological Survey, that for the first time
fully proved the peculiar structure ; but the curves had no influence
whatever in the interpretation of the geology, and the correspondence
was not perceived until long after the geological map was printed.
The magnetic map was made about the year 1883, by the Water
Department of the city of Philadelphia, for use in its excellent
topographical survey of the Perkiomen and neighbouring valleys
under Mr. Rudolph Hering. The map records the results of
a number of determinations of the magnetic declination made by
the Water Department itself and by the Coast Survey and by other
observers, and curves of equal declination were drawn for every
tenth of a degree. The curves are so extremely at variance with
the simple, nearly straight lines of earlier, less detailed maps, as
either to show extreme confidence in the accuracy of the observa*
tions, or perhaps even to excuse a suspicion of the possible incorrect-
ness of the curves in some way, especially in view of the
acknowledged want of precision of some of the observations, and
the absence of any obvious topographical or other occasion for such
1
 Keprinted from the Journal of the Franklin Institute, October, 1897. Mining
and Metallurgical Section: Inaugural Meeting, held April 28th, 1897.
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